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THE POET'S MONUMENT
Assessing the
National Literary Tradition
from
Elizabethan Times
to the
Restoration Era
Marlin E. Blaine

s increasing numbers of single-author collections of
English verse and plays appeared in print in the late
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many authors
borrowed the Horatian image of the author's literary oeuvre as his
monument.' In Ode 3.30—which was,at the time of its writing, the last
in Horace's collection of Odes—the Roman poet had boasted of his
works, "Exegi monumentum aere perennius / regalique situpyramidum altiuf
("I have completed a monument more lasting than bronze, and higher

' On the increase in single-author collections, see Arthur Marotti, Manuscript, 'Print, and the
English 'Renaissance l^c (Ithaca; Cornell University Press, 1995), 228-65.
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than the lofty seat of the pyramids").^ Commonplace echoes of
Horace's metaphor—^references to works as tombs, pillars, pyramids,
marble, and so on—showed a great fluidity of function in English
poetry from the 1590's through the early Stuart era, the Interregnum,
and the Restoration. The complex of images that I am calling the
monument topos provided a means by which English poets and
playwrights could assert not only their personal achievements but also
the permanent value of contemporary English compositions. While in
the early years of this period, the use of this topos helps establish a
national literary tradition, during the civil wars and Interregnum it
becomes instead a means of contesting political positions. Finally,
during the Restoration period, Edmund Waller's ironic use of theimage
marks a neoclassical reversion to the early Renaissance sense that
English verse has failed to equal that of antiquity. The monument
topos thus stands not only as a figure for an individual poet's achieve
ment; a diachronic tracing of its use charts the rise and fall of the
aggressive pattern of national self-assertion that marks English
Renaissance literature, the sense that,in the words of Michael Drayton,
"The plenteous English hand in hand might goe / With Greeke and
luitine"^
This changing pattern of self-definition brings into focus a number
of cultural forces that shaped early modern English identity, especially
its literary identity. The adoption of a classical motif to the various
purposes described above is obviously an effect of Renaissance
humanism. The fact that this particular motif emerges into widespread
use in England as the publishing industry was making available
numerous editions of vernacular authors' works accords with Benedict
Anderson's thesis that print-capitalism played a decisive role in the
formation of national consciousness in the period.'* And the tensions
between vernacular and classical compositions that arise within the
motif are symptomatic of what will develop into the quarrel of the

^Q. HoratiVlacciOpera, ed. Edward C. Wickham, rev. H. W. Garrod (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1912), 1-2. All translations are mine.
'Michael Drayton, "To my most dearely-loued friend,Henery Reynolds,Esquire, of Poels and
Poesie," in CriticalEssqys of the Seventeenth Century,3 vols., ed.J. E. Spingarn (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1908), 1:136,11. 34-35.
Benedict Anderson, Imaffned Communities:Vujkctions on the Origfn and SpreadofNationaBsm, rev.
ed. (London: Verso, 1991), 37—46.
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Ancients and Moderns in the late seventeenth century. All of these
influences helped to construct the English canon as we know it today,
and the motif of the literary monument is, above all, an assertion of a
specific author's place within a national canon.
The connection between personal and national frames of reference
in the monument topos dates back, like the topos itself, to Horace's
famous ode, which provides a range of images that elaborate on the
figure of the monument: it is loftier than a pyramid or any other actual
monument; it is not susceptible to decay by the elements or the passage
of time as architectural monuments are; and it will allow the poet to
escape death in some way. While Horace's boast primarily makes a
statement about the staying power of his own lyrics, it also emphatically
makes him a representative of a national tradition. In this poem—the
final one in his first three books of odes—^Horace sums up his
achievement as a Roman author writing in the shadow of a Greek
literary tradition which had its own monuments and in relation to
which he was attempting to define his own authorial status. Denis
Feeney has demonstrated the difficulty Horace would have faced in
inserting himself—a historically belated poet as well as a Roman—^into
a canon of lyric poets that was defined by the Alexandrian Library,
limited to Greek poets, and "closed, fixed for ever," with no new
names to be admitted.^ Horace himself complained about this early
version of a quarrel between Ancients and Moderns in Epistle 2.1. The
strenuousness with which he met the task of fitting himself for
canonicity under these cultural circumstances is evident not only in his
outdoing comparisons with bronze monioments and stone pyramids but
also in his choice of the verb exegi, which implies thorough and precise
workmanship: it is the perfect tense of the verb exigere, the etymon of
our English verb "to exact." In particular, Horace's accomplishment
consists of reconciling his Latinity with the Greek inheritance, so that
he may be remembered as 'Vx humilipotens / princeps Aeolium carmen ad
Italos / deduxisse modof (12-14; "from a humble start, the powerful first
man to have drawn Aeolian song down to Italian measures"). From his

^ Denis Feeney, "Horace and the Greek Lyric Poets," in Horace 2000: A Celebration: Essaysfor
the Bimiltennium, ed. Niall Rudd (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1993), 41.
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wrangling with Greek song and Latin metrics, Horace emerges a hero
both of the Latin tongue and of what was then a modern era.^
Horace's engagement with the Greek lyric is no mere imitation or
adaptation, however, and his diction persistently hints that his
accomplishment is not only personal but political as well. The verb
deduxisse, which above I translated literally as "drawn.. .down," can also
mean to march in triumph as a general and to found a colony,
connotations that construct Horace as an agent of linguistic imperium?
As the conqueror and colonizer of Greek song, Horace has shown
both his own power and that of his linguistic medium, the Latin
language, which, until his age, had developed few monuments that
could rival those of Homer, Pindar, and the great tragedians. In the
context of this kind of self-representation, Horace appropriately links
the duration of his verse monument to that of the Roman state: his
fame will grow "dum Capitolium / scandet cum tacita virginepontife:>d' ("as
long as the priest shall ascend the Capitolium with the silent virgin,"
8—9), that is, as long as the Roman state and its religion remain intact.
For Horace, who might have had difficulty imagining a time when
Rome would not exist, this phrase would have implied the survival of
his verses, as Eduard Fraenkel has put it, "if not to the end of all time,
yet for so immense a period that no one needs to cast his thought
beyond it."® Horace thus provides an example of the principle
formulated by Frank Kermode: "The Empire is the paradigm of the
classic: a perpetuity, a transcendent entity, however remote its prov
inces, however extraordinary its temporal vicissitudes."' Thus Horace
naturally calls \Pm%cM"potensprincepsP a title that establishes him as an
analogue to his patron, the emperor Augustus, the Princeps of the
Roman state. The parallel is especially significant because Augustus
was, at the very time that Horace wrote Ode 3.30, planning an
elaborate monument for himself with his achievements enumerated on

' On the antiquity of the Ancient / Modern opposition, see Ernst Robert Curtius, European
Literature and the Latin Middh Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask (New York: Pantheon, 1953),
251-55.
' On deduxisse, see Tony Woodman, "Exep monumentunr. Horace, Odes 3.30," in Quatitp and
Pleasure in Latin Poetiy, ed. Tony Woodman and David West (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1974), 124—25.
' Eduard Fraenkel, Horace (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), 303.
' Frank Kermode, The Classic (New York: Viking Press, 1975), 28.
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bron2e tablets or pillars.^" But Horace anticipates that his poems will
outlast that kind of conventional monument because of their different
ontology: he has chosen textuality over materiality as the existential
condition of his monument. Pyramids and similar physical structures
wiU dissolve or topple under the effects oi"imberedax" "Aquilo" and
the "innumrabilis / annorum series et fuga temporun^'
4—5). The
monumental poet transcends his cultural boundaries in a way even
more complete than an emperor; his eternal works will stand as the sign
of his success in extending the domain of his culture at the expense of
other nations and other times, which become provinces of his empire.
After Horace, the monument image passes into the Latin tradition
and from there to the Renaissance as an emblem of individual and
national accomplishment. Ovid vaunts of his Metamorphoses, "lamque
opus exegi, quod nec lovis ira nec ignis / nec poterit ferrum nec edax abolere
vetustaf ("And now I have completed a work that neither the wrath of
Jove nor fire nor sword nor devouring antiquity can destroy") and, like
Horace, links the duration of his monument to the Roman empire:
"quaque patet domitis Romana potentia terris, ore legar populi' ("wherever
Roman power stretches over conquered lands, I wiU be mentioned on
the mouth of the people")." Martial also takes up the image, saying of
his epigrams, "solaque non norunt haec monumenta mori' ("only these
monuments know not how to die").'^ Such repetitions of the metaphor
solidified the Horatian connection between the image of the monu
ment, the reach of empire, and the idea of the classic author, the kind
of writer that the nineteenth-century French critic Charles-Augustin
Sainte-Beuve would define as one "who has spoken to all in a style of
his own which yet belongs to aU the world" and who subsists as
simiJtaneously "new and ancient, easily contemporaneous with every
/'
Philip Hardie sees the comparison to Augustus's mausoleum as being suggested especially
by Horace's reference to a pyramid ("Vtpicturapotsis?: Horace and the Visual Arts," in Horace
2000,127-28). For an argument that Horace presents himself as "an Augustus of the spirit
whose feats are parallel with, but incomparable to, those of his patron," see Michael C. J.
Putnam, "Horace C. 3.30: The Lyricist as Hero," in Essays on the Latin L^ric, Ekgy, and Epic
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 142-43. On the plans forAugustus'monument,
see P. A. Brunt and J. M. Moore, eds., R« Gestae DmAugusti (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1967), 1-7.
" Ovid, Metamorphoses, ed. FrankJustus Miller, 2 vols. The Loeb Classical Library (London:
William Heinemann, 1926), 15.871-72.
" Martial, Epigrammata, 2"'' ed., ed. W M. Lindsay (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1929), 10.2.12.
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age."" The promise of eternal contemporaneity appears, for example
in Horace's expectation that he will "grow new" {crescam... recens, 8) and
in Ovid's hope of avoiding vetustas. The related concepts of the
monument and the classic thus represent the desire to escape historic
ity, a fantasy that the author and all that he represents can straddle past,
present, and future.
In sixteenth-century England, a literary community trained up in
the humanist program of improving language and style in Latin and
vernacular compositions began to pursue a patriotic dream of develop
ing a national tradition that would stand as a worthy heir or even a rival
to the classical empire of letters. Success would he gauged not just hy
the general condition of the language but also by the particular
successes of individual authors. Using the eloquence of Greece and
Rome as their standard of judgment, English humanists throughout the
first three-quarters of the sixteenth century stressed the need to
improve their language in order to imitate the classics effectively.
Before an English literary empire could be established, an English
literary nation had to be created, as Edmund Spenser implied when he
wished that English authors might possess "the kingdom of [their] own
language," free of the domination of the Ancients." In the early
sixteenth century, the English vernacular was not really regarded as
capable of meeting the challenges of this literary ambition. Richard
Foster Jones has told the story of how Enghsh went from being
regarded as an "uneloquent" language to an "eloquent" one, a change
he pinpoints as occuring between 1575 and 1580." Only when the task
of linguistic remediation was perceived to have been accomplished
would it seem possible to boast of English compositions in the vein of
Horace, Ovid, and Martial; to do so would require, however, not only
a change in attitude toward the language but also a body of work to
which authors could point with the conviction that it would outlast
oblivion.
"Charles-Augustin Sainte-Beuve, "What Isa Classic?," in CriHcalTbtoiySinctPlato,ed. Hazard
Adams (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971), 557.
" Quoted in Richard Helgerson, Forms of Nationbood: Tbe EBzabe/han Writing rf Er^ltad
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 1.
" Richard Foster Jones, Tbe TriumpboftbeEn^bhan^gexASnrvg ofOpirdonsConctrmngiie
Vemamlarfrom tbe Introtbictioti of Printing to tbe Restoration (Stanford: Stanford Univetsity Press,
1953). See especially chapters "The Uneloquent Language" (3-31) and "The Eloquent
Language" (16S-213).
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Because the giants of Greek and Latin literature had met the
challenge of producing a lasting literature, imitating them seemed to the
humanistically trained authors of the Renaissance to offer the most
likely—^if not the only—^way to proceed. Thus one of the most frequent
topics of praise in encomia of Renaissance authors is the comparison
to an antique model. Humanist imitation was by no means passive,
however; what Joseph Loewenstein calls "the nervously productive
interplay between Latinity and Englishness" marks not only the "mid
seventeenth-century literary culture" to which he applies that wonder
fully apt description, but the literary culture of the late sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries as well.'® Renaissance appropriation of the
monument topos constitutes not only one of the countless adoptions
of classical topoi in the Renaissance, but also a way of reckoning with
the very process of such borrowing. As David Lowenthal notes,
humanists "borrowed from Roman forerunners liot only classical
forms and precepts but Roman ways of dealing with their own
indebtedness to the Greeks."" Evocations of patriotism through the
monument topos provide a means of asserting a national literary
identity for authors who found Horace's relationship to the Greeks
analogous to their own position with respect to Rome and Greece.'®
Precisely because Horace defined his achievement with reference to
Greek precursors, Roger Ascham presented him as a role model for
English poets who were trying to improve their literary tradition; "euen
as Virgiland Horace deserue most worthie praise, that they, spying the
vnperfitnes in Ennius and Plautus, by trew Imitation of Homer and
Euripides brought poetrie to the same perfitness in hatin as it was in
Greke, euen so those that by the same way would benefite their tong

" Joseph Loewenstein, "Humanism and Seventeenth-Century English Literature," in The
Cambridge Companionto RtnaissanceHumanism, ed.Jill Kraye (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), 277; see also Clare Carroll, "Humatiism and English Literature in the Fifteenth
and Sixteenth Centuries" in the same volume; and Joshua Scodel, "Seventeenth-Century
Literary Criticism: Classical Values, English Texts and Contexts," in The Cambridge History of
Literary Criticism, vol. 3, ed. Glyn P. Norton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999),
543-54.
" David Lowenthal, The Past Is a Foreign Country (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1985), 75.
" See Scodel, "Seventeenth-Century Literary Criticism," 543.
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and countrey deserue...thankes[.]"^' Though few English poets
followed Ascham's call to reform English verse by imitating classical
meters, many did use Horace's monument metaphor to gauge their
own progress in emulating their Greek and Latin models in other
respects. An ideology of the ongoing improvement of English begins
to develop in the early seventeenth century, as recent literature appears
to have acquired the Horatian perfection that Ascham had hoped to
see. In this context, the monument topos is a figure for the way
Renaissance England fashioned its national literary identity, and it
highlights the anxieties—and, often, the arrogance—^that attended that
process.
A passage in Palbdis Tama, the commonplace book of Francis
Meres published in 1598, offers a striking example of the thoughtprocess by which English literature became, as it were, monumental
ized. In a sixteen-page chapter called "A comparatiue discourse of our
English Poets with the Greeke, Latine, and Italian Poets," Meres assidu
ously parallels his poetic countrymen with classical exemplars as well
as the modern Italian authors whose nation's Renaissance had taken a
long head start on England's. For example, he matches Chaucer with
Homer and Petrarch as chief representatives of their national litera
tures; he parallels the pastorals of Edmund Spenser with those of
Theocritus and Virgil; and he sees the poems on the Wars of the Roses
and the Barons' Wars by Daniel and Drayton as avatars of Lucan's
Pharsalia. The fact that Meres perceives a basis for such comparisons is
significant because, within the previous two decades. Sir Philip Sidney,
writing near the time at which Jones pinpoints the change in attitude
toward the English language as a vehicle for literary composition, had
wondered "why England.. .should be grown so hard a step-mother to
poets" and found the answer in the preponderance of "poet-apes" over
true poets.^ But soon Edmund Spenser would feel justified in claiming
that in his Epithalamion he had created "for short time an endlesse
moniment," and William Shakespeare would say in Sonnet 107 that his
sonnets are a monument both for his beloved young man and for

" Roger Ascham,"Of Imitation,"in TheScholemaster,EU^^btthan CriticalEssys, ed. G.Gregory
Smith (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1904), 1:33-34.
™ Philip Sidney, An Apolo^for Poetiy, ed. Forrest G. Robinson (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1970), 68, 87.
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himself.^^ The accumiilation of such English-language works that
seemed built to last assuages the sense of inadequacy that Sidney
expressed, a feeling that Jones calls "something like an inferiority
complex on the part of those writing in the vernacular."^ A new
confidence resounds in Meres' application of the monument topos to
the works of Spenser, Sidney, Shakespeare and three other contempo
raries: "[A]s Horace saith of his; E>:^^^monumentu[m] asre perennius.. .so say I severally of sir Philip Sidn^s, Spencers, Daniels, Dra^tons,
Shakespeares, and Warners mrkes."^ The collective accomplishment of
these and other poets is that the English language has been "mightily
enriched, and gorgeouslie inuested in rare ornaments and resplendent
abiliments" (2N8r); Meres might well be seen as offering the thanks
that Ascham said such poets deserve.
But if Meres sounds grandly confident about Englishmen's
achievements, his sometimes strained comparisons also betray a touch
of anxiety; when, for example, he elevates William Warner to the level
of Homer and Virgil as heroic poets, one feels that a compulsion to
find parallels has compromised the honest assessment of English
letters. Still, Meres' use of the monument topos emblematizes a
growing feeling that the English language has come of age and its
literature can make claims of permanence once reserved for the
Ancients. Whereas the tendency of many Renaissance prefaces
(especially Elizabethan ones) to disparage poems as "toys" or "trifles"
betrays a sense of the ephemerality of English literature, the monument
topos testifies to a new sense of its legitimacy.^'* The public character
of monuments and their conceptual linkage to notions of inheritance
and cultural tradition makes them a particularly apt metaphor in this
context. The function of monuments in this regard is glimpsed in the
order given by the Earl Marshall in 1618 that all memorials emblazoned
with coats of arms be copied and entered in a volume to be called The
Booke of Monuments, which "shall be kept in the Office of Armes for
Edmund Spenser,"Epithalamion," TheShorterPoemsofEdmundSpenser,eA. WilliamA. Oram
et al. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 433.
"Jones, Triumph,Tl.
" Francis Meres, PaUadis Tamia: Wits Treasury (London, 1598), sig. 20r-v; facsimile, ed., Don
Cameron Allen, (New York: Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints, 1938).
On alternative conceptions of poetryas "triflingand grand," see Jeffrey Knapp, An Empire
Nowhere: England, America, and Literature fromUtopia to The Tempest (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1992), 6-7,77-78.
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euer."^® In his book Ancient Funerall Monuments, the antiquarian John
Weaver issued a call for the preservation of such memorials as part of
the national heritage.^® For both the Earl Marshall and Weaver, one of
the danger of not carefuUy preserving such monuments is a threat to
the clear unders tanding of family lines. The literary monument transfers
this concern from the domestic to the national level. (Perhaps it is
noteworthy that even Weaver acknowledges the validity of the
Horatian boast that written memorials outlast those of stone and
brass.) In the decades after Palladis Tamia, the monument topos crops
up frequendy in commendatory verses to collected editions of poets
and playwrights and on occasion is applied by an author to his own
works. Like Meres, John Webster applies the topos in scattershot
fashion in his 1612 preface to The White Devil,saying that "most" of the
works of Chapman, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Shakespeare,
Dekker, and Heywood are worthy of Martial's version of the topos:
"non norunt hcec monumenta mori." Webster modesdy says, "1 rest silent in
my own work" and refuses any explicit linkage of his writings to his
praise of his contemporaries, but there is litde doubt that he is
insinuating his own plays into the monument-dotted landscape of
English letters.^^
Webster was writing a preface to a single play, but the most
common places to find the monument topos are the prefatory texts of
collected editions and elegies upon dead authors. Thus, the humanist
goal of improving English literature would be aided by the printing
industry, which would produce and disseminate the texts, that could
function as a record of achievement. As Arthur Marotti has written,"in
the last third of the sixteenth-century, single-author editions of poems
came on the market, as writers and publishers started to claim a new
respect for literary authorship and print came to be regarded less as a
'stigma' than as a sign of cultural prestige."^® The same point is
applicable to collections of plays, as well, although, given the social

[An order respecting the use of Coats of Arms, 10 November 1618], ^ the Ri^ht Honorable
thehords, Commissioners for the Office of EarlMarshall of England Q-MaAoa, 1618).
^ John Weever, Ancient Funerall Monuments (1631; reprint, Amsterdam; Da Capo Press,
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1979).
" Webster, 'To the Reader," The White Devil, ed. John Russell Brown (London: Methuen,
1960; reprint, Manchester: Manchester University Press, \^17),4.
Marotti, Manuscr^t, 211.
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status of many playwrights, the stigma of print would be less of a
concern. Some examples of collected works whose prefaces and
commendatory^verses include the monument topos are those of major
figures such as Shakespeare, Jonson, and Beaumont and Fletcher, as
well as collections of such comparatively minor authors as Thomas
Randolph and James Shirley. Jonson's 1616 folio edition of his Works,
which contains prefatory verses comparing Jonson's writings to
"Graiorum antiqua, [et] haty monimenta Theatri' ("the ancient monuments
of the Greeks and of the Latin theater"),^® is made even more monu
mental by its architectural frontispiece—that commonplace image in
the design of Renaissance books that presents an iconic version of the
Horatian topos [see figure 1]. Moreover, the monument topos is
applied to Jonson's works by at least four contributors to the funeral
anthology Jonsonus VirHus.^ The Shakespeare Folios of 1623 and 1632
also contain several uses of the topos, including Jonson's "To the
Memory of My Beloved, the Author, Mr William Shakespeare," with its
description of Shakespeare as "a Moniment, without a tombe" and "a
line stiU, while [his] Booke doth line" (First Folio, sig. "A4r). "[N]ot of
an age, but for all time" (First Folio, sig. "A4v), Shakespeare has
transcended historicity. Moreover, he has advanced the cause of the
British literary empire (at a time when England's geographical empire
was lagging behind those of other European powers). Shakespeare is
repeatedly characterized as equal or superior to classical tragedians and
comedians, most notably in Jonson's invocations of Aeschylus,
Euripides, Sophocles, Pacuvius, Accius, Seneca, Aristophanes, Terence,
and Plautus.^^ Because of Shakespeare, Jonson can exult patriotically,
"Triumph, my Britaine, thou hast one to showe, / To whom all Scenes
of Europe homage owe" (First Folio, sig. "A4v), evoking the triumphal
imperialism of Horace's Ode 3.30 and the domitis terris of Ovid's

" E[dmund] Bolton, "Ad VtramqueAcadmiam, deBetiiamn lonsomo" The Workes oJBeniamin
Jonson (London, 1616), sig. 6r.
The poems of Jonsonus Virbius ate reprinted in C. H. Herford and Percy and Evelyn
Simpson, eds., Ben Jonson, vol. 11 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952); poems containing the
monument topos include Lucius Gary, Viscount Falkland, "An Eglogue on the death of Ben.
lohnson,betweene Melybaeus and Hylas," 240;R. Goodwin,"VinidaJonsoniana" 109-11;
Henry King, "Vpon Ben. lohnson," 52,59-60; Richard West, "On Mr. Ben Jonson," 65-66.
" On the references to the ancient playwrights as a Horatian gesture, see Richard S. Peterson,
Imitation andPndsein the Poems of BenJonson (New Haven: Yale University Press,1981), 179-81.
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Metamorphoses. As the Romans had done with the lytic and epic,
Shakespeare has turned British drama into an imperial force.
The imperialist fantasy represented byJonson's words "triumph"
and "homage" persists even into the civil war years as the nation was
fragmenting. But while the monument topos putatively functions as a
unifying national symbol, it ironically becomes an effective tool of
partisan political rhetoric, as its use in the collected editions of
Beaumont and Fletcher and William Cartwright shows.'^ In the
Beaumont and Fletcher foho of 1647, the patriotic assertions found in
works from Palladis Tamia to the Shakespeare folio reappear, as readers
learn that Beaumont and Fletcher's book is, in the words of James
Shirley's epistle, "The greatest Monument of the Scene that Time and
Humanity have produced, and must Live, not only the Crowne and sole
Reputation of our owne, but the stayne of all other Nations and LanguagesP^^ The monument topos is doing more than presenting inflated
claims about the value of Beaumont and Fletcher's plays; it is, through
its customary association with political imagery, consoling EngUsh
royalists by presenting a surrogate crown when the monarchy is under
threat.
The frontispiece bears a monumental bust of Fletcher in Roman
garb; below the image, Latin verses by John Berkenhead speak of how
the two-fold playwriting team worked their material '''unam in Pjramidd'
[see figure 2]. Over the entire monumental scene waves a banner
identifying Fletcher as an Englishman and son of a Bishop of London,
a characterization that makes the commonplace patriotic assertions and
that evokes the world of pre-Revolutionary England before the
dissolution of the episcopacy in 1643 (sig. Ttlv). As one continues
through the commendatory epistles and verses, it becomes clear that
the Royalist poets represent the volume as a monument to preRevolutionary right-mindedness. James Shirley's verses, for example,
which imagine the Folio as Fletcher's tomb, also laud the book as a
"Balme unto the wounded Age" and conclude that, because the Folio
has guaranteed Fletcher's survival, "nothing now is wanting but the
King." The publication of this folio thus memorializes not only the au-

^ On the politics of publication in the dvil war era, see Warren Chemaik, "Books as
Memorials: The Politics of Consolation," Yearbook ofEngBsb Studies 21 (1991): 207—17.
Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, Comedies and Tragedies (London, 1647), sig. A3r.
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William Hole. Courtesy of the Htmtington Library.
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Figure 2: Frontispiece of Beaumont and Fletcher's Comedies and
Tragedies (1647), engraved by William Marshall.
Courtesy of the Huntington Library.
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thors but also the Caroline monarchy, while offering hope that the
English polity might return to the status quo ante.
A similar nostalgia clings to William Cartwright's Comedies, Tragi
comedies, and Other Poems (1651), the title-page of which bears a tag from
Ovid's version of the monument topos; the fifty-two commendatory poems
stretching over 106 pages (many by poets who also appear in the Beaumont
and Fletcher volume) signal just how monumental this book is supposed to
be. Cartwright's verses are, in Horatian fashion, said to be reared
'"Bove those aspiring Pyramids of Nile" and his book to be "A walking
Monument."^^ Like the Beaumont and Fletcher volume, it is a monument
not just to Cartwright himself, but also, from the perspective of the
Royalist poets whose eulogies swelled the front matter, to the good old
days. The commendations repeatedly decry the new political dispensa
tion in quasi-aesthetic terms: as Edward Sherburne puts it, the times are
"plagu'd with Levellers of Wit" as much as "Sxsstt-ljevellers."^^ Con
versely, both W Barker and Jo. Leigh place Cartwright's book in a line
of poets recently published by Cartwright's printer Henry Moseley, all
of whom were either Royalists or associated with the pre-civil war
Stuart court; together, their lists include, among others. Suckling,
Carew, Waller, Davenant, Beaumont and Fletcher,Denham, Fanshawe,
and Crashaw.^® Although Moseley had also published John Milton's
poems in 1645, mention of this fact is significantly excluded. The
reason is obvious: as a partisan of Parliament, Milton helped cause the
political disorder decried in prefatory poems by Sherburne, Barker, and
Jasper Mayne.^^

^ Robert Gardiner, "To the Memory of Mr William Cartwright," in William Cartwright,
Comedies, Traff-Comedies, and Other Poems (London, 1651), sig. 3v; other commendatory poems
using the monument topos include John Berkenhead,"On MrWilliam Cartwright's surviving
Poems" (sig. 1Ir) and Fr. Finch, "On Mr With Cartwright's excellent Poems," sig. 2v.
Edward Sherburne, "On the publication of the Posthume Poems of M. William Cart
wright.•.," sig. bSr.
^ W. Barker, "On Mr Will: Cartwright's excellent Poems, Now Collected and Published," sig.
b7r; Jo. Leigh, "To the Stationer (Mr Moseley) on his Printing Mr Cartwright's Poems," sig.
r—V. On the politics ofMoseley's publications, see Chemaik, "Books as Memorials," 209-12,
and Lois Potter, Secret Pates and Secret Writing: Payalist Literature, 1641-1660 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989), 19-22.
Milton himself uses the monument topos in a variety of highly creative ways; see my
"Milton and the Monument Topos: 'On Shakespeare,' 'Ad Joannem Pariisiumt and Poems
journal of English and Germanic Philology 09 (2000): 215-34.
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A well-known instance of the monument topos during the reign
of Charles II is symptomatic of a renewed sense of the deficiency of
English compared to the learned tongues. Edmimd Waller's poem "Of
English Verse," ^ poem that first appeared in the fifth edition of
Waller's poems (1686), counters the claims about the lasting achieve
ments of English poets that had become almost routine since the days
of Spenser, Meres, and Jonson by deconstructing their claims of
monumentality: "Poets may boast, as safely vain, / Their works shall
with the world remain."^® Citing the example of Chaucer's antiquated
language—"Years have defaced his matchless strain" ("Of English
Verse," 19)—as others had done before and would do after him.Waller
recognizes the changing nature of the English tongue and turns the
logic of the monument topos against itself.®' The vernacular literary
monument is not of a different ontological order than physical
monuments; rather, both are subject to the corrosive effects of time.
Just as architects must choose good stone if they want an edifice to last,
so, says Waller,
^
Poets that lasting marble seek.
Must carve in Latin or in Greek;
We write in sand, our language grows.
And, like the tide, our work o'erflows. (13—16)
Waller's argument demonstrates an irony in the ideology of lineal
improvement in English language and literature that had justified the
use of the monument topos for an earlier generation: if English is
becoming more refined, the earlier monuments will look unsophisti
cated to later readers. The processes of history that the monument
topos and the classic text are supposed to transcend still affect English

Edmund Waller, "Of English Verse," in Poems, ed. G. Thorn Drury (New York: Charles
Scrihner's Sons,1893), 1-2. The date of the composition of this poem remains uncertain, for
the fifth edition includes poems written after the fourth edition (1664) but also some written
before the fourth edition but not published in it. The author of the fullest critical study of the
poem guardedly observes that it "seems to reflect the critical concerns of the period
immediately prior to the accession of James 11" (Richard Hillyer, "Better Read than Dead:
Waller's 'Of English Verse,'" Bjstoralion 14 [1990]: 42, n.9).
" For analogous references to Chaucer and a skillful formalist reading of the poem, see
Hillyer, "Better Read," 33-43.
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authors, who have failed, says Waller, to crescere recens as Horace said he
would do.
This problem of assessing the lasting value of Renaissance
literature represents a central concern of Restoration criticism, of
course, and indeed Waller's poem appeared in print in 1686, on the eve
of the most famous phase of the quarrel of the Ancients and Moderns.
While the debate burned most intensely from the late 1680s through
the first quarter of the eighteenth century, it has smoldered and flared
up throughout Western cultural history; in fact, we have glimpsed it in
Horace and it is implicit in Renaissance humanism.''® Because the line
of demarcation for modernity is constantly shifting forward. Renais
sance English works came to be seen by the Restoration as not quite
modern, but their antiquity lacked the prestige of Latin and Greek.
Waller and others react to this change in perspective in various ways.
The works of that "monument without a tomb," William Shakespeare,
would be updated and improved by the likes of Nahum Tate and
Thomas Shadwell. The "enriched" English that Francis Meres had
celebrated in 1598 looked rather impoverished toThomas Rymer, who
attacked the plays of Beaumont, Fletcher and Shakespeare as crude in
their plots, language, and characterization. Even the more sympathetic
John Dryden admitted in the preface to his version of Troilus and
Cressida that "it must be allowed to the present age that the tongue in
general is so much refined since Shakespeare's time that many of his
words, and more of his phrases, are scarce intelligible. And of those
which we understand, some are ungrammatical, others coarse.'""
Others agreed with Dryden, as Edward Phillips testifies in the preface

For a recent overrdew of the controversy,see DouglasLane Patey, "Ancients and Moderns,"
in The Cambridge History of Uteraiy Criticism, vol. 4, ed. H. B. Nisbet and Claude Rawson
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 32-71. Other recent work on the Engbsh
version of the quarrel includes two books by Joseph M. Levine, The Battk of the hooks: Histoiy
andUteratureintheAugustanAgeifihuac. Cornell University Press, 1991) ocaAhetweenthe Ancients
and the Moderns: BaroqueCulture in Restoration England(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999).
•" Thomas Rymer, The Tragedies of the East Age (London, 1677), and A Short View ofTragecfy
(London, 1693); Dryden, "Preface to Troilus and Cressida:. Containing the Grounds of Criticism
in Tragedy (1679),"in LiteraryCriticism ofJohn Dryden,ed. Arthur C. Kirsch (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1966), 125.
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to his TheatrutnVoetarumf"^ Waller's observation about Chaucer was also
applicable to Shakespeare and bis contemporaries.
Having accepted and perpetuated the Renaissance model of
refinement, observers like Dryden inevitably saw cracks not just in
Chaucer's marmoreal linguistic artifice but also in that of bis Renais
sance successors;'*^ thus, Dryden would be numbered among the
moderni2ers of old works. (It was an age of Restoration in more ways
than one.) When Waller rewrote Beaumont and Fletcher's The Maid's
Trage^ around 1664 (only seventeen years after the monumental
volume of 1647), be meditated on the need for this kind of revision.
Drawing on the same imagery as be bad done in "Of English Verse,"
Waller asserts in the prologue to the play that sufficiently well crafted
EngUsb verse "would like marble last," but be goes on to criticize
English authors for having "negligently dressed" their "Lofty and bold"
genius, both in the pre-civil war era and in the Restoration; England has
not yet equaled achievements of the Greek stage, although, he says, it
could some day surpass them.'*'* While Waller implies at least the
theoretical possibility that English verse could become monumental (as
Dryden also suggests in
E.ssq^ of Dramatic Poesy), the assurance that
it had in fact achieved an eternal triumph has faded as the age of
neoclassicism subordinates vernacular literature to Greco-Roman
antiquity once again.

® Phillips uses diction quite similar to Dryden's: "let us look back as far as about 30 or 40
years, and we shall find a profound silence of the Poets beyond that time, except of some few
Dramatics, of whose real worth the Interest of the now flourishing Stage cannot but be
sensible. Is Antiquity then a crime? no, certainly, it ought to be rather had in veneration; but
nothing, it seems, relishes so well as what is written in the smooth style of our present
Language, taken to be of late so much refined" ("Preface to Theatnm Poetamm," in Spingam,
CritiealEssays, 2:263). Phillips makes a case for Spenser and the other Renaissance poets, but
he feels he is arguing against prevailing opinion.
^ On attitudes toward refinement and the formation of a vernacular medieval and early
modern canon in late-seventeenth-century En^and, see Jonathan Brody Kramnick, Making
the English Canon: Prini-Ce^itatism and the Cuitural Past, 1700-1770 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press,1998), 15-28; and GaryTaylor, PtinventingShakespeare:A CulturalHistotyfrom
the Restoration to the Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 7-52.
" Waller, "Prologue to the Maid's Traged/' (12,7), in Poenss. Warren Chemaik argues that the
prologue offers an optimistic view of the power of verse (The Poetiy of Limitation: A Stu(fy of
Edmund Waller (New Haven: Yale UniversityPress, 1968], 207),as does Hillyer ("Better Read,"
35); but this power is only a matter of potential, not a necessary adjunct of poetry. On the
dating of Waller's version of The Maid's Trageefy, see Alfred Harbage, Annaisof English Drama,
975-1700, rev. S. Schoenbaum (London: Methuen, 1964), 162.
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Spenser's dream that English authors might possess "the kingdom
of [their] own language" had become a reality for two generations of
poets in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, some of
whom, as we have seen, fantasized about an imperial extension of the
boundaries of their own literary kingdom. For Waller and some of his
contemporaries, however, that dream was stiU unfulfilled hope, and
English letters seemed likely to be reincorporated as a province of a
Greco-Roman literary empire, its monuments fallen into uninteUigibility. But this would not, of course, always be the case. Jonathan Brody
ICramnick has shown in his book Making the English Canon that critics
of the mid-eighteenth century would revise the lineal improvement
model of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, replacing
that paradigm with one that emphasized the unique grandeur of the
English Ancients,Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton. Many of the other
alleged classics of sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century literature fall
from the list—^men such as Warner and Cartwright—^but a writer like
Meres would no doubt feel vindicated by the change of literary opinion
and feel that, in modern literary studies, the monuments of the
Renaissance had been restored to their proper place.

